INTRODUCTION
Several investigations have been made to study the effects of irrigating fluids at different temperatures on body temperature and/or the blood loss during transurethral prostatectomy.I-6 A recent study claimed that the use of irrigating fluids cooled to 20 QC had reduced the operative blood loss sixfold. 7 As this seemed to be a simple and practical method of significantly reducing the blood loss during transurethral prostatectomy a study was undertaken to confirm these findings. s Body temperatures were recorded during this investigation and the changes found are reported in this paper.
Patients and Methods
Over an 18-month period, patients presenting for transurethral prostatectomy and considered fit for general anaesthesia were assigned alternately to the control or test group. In the control group of 45 cases, the irrigating fluid of 50/0 mannitol was stored at room temperature In the trial group of 53 cases the fluid was stored in a freezer, set at 1-3 QC and kept in the theatre side room. At the beginning of this study one tried to use cold fluids with temperatures at 3 QC or less on entry to the resectoscope, but to do this icing was necessary in the solution and this caused obstructions in the flow of the solutions to the resectoscope. The freezer was therefore set at 3 QC for the rest of the investigation. The temperatures of the irrigating fluids were measured with a mercury thermometer on specimens obtained from the resectoscope end of the tubing conducting the irrigating fluids from the container to the resectoscope. The room temperature was maintained at approximately 21 QC.
Anaesthetics
A standard anaesthetic was used in all cases. A sequence of thiopentone, suxamethonium, neuroleptic agents, pancuronium, nitrous oxide and oxygen was used in order to have minimal hypotensive effects. One surgeon carried out all the resections (JKW) and one anaesthetist (RER) gave nearly all the anaesthetics.
Body temperatures were measured after induction on an electronic thermometer (Yellow Springs, Ohio) by using a flexible probe to the mid oesophagus. Temperatures were measured after inserting the probe and at the end of the surgical procedure.
The induction and finishing times of the anaesthetic were recorded as were times for the commencement and termination of surgery.
During each operation all irrigating fluid was collected and measured. The resected prostatic tissue was weighed in the un fixed state.
The results are shown in Table 1 .
range in values for each parameter, so it is not suitable for comparative analysis with the other two groups. The analysis of changes in body temperatures is shown in Table 2 . In the control group of 45 cases irrigated with fluids at room temperature (mean 21.2±0.5 Q C) there was a significant fall in body temperature from 36.0 ± 0.6 to 34.9±0.7 Q C (p < 0.001). In test group A (48 cases) irrigated with fluids with a temperature range of 1-7 Q C (mean 4.96±1.6 Q ) , the body temperatures fell significantly from 36.1 ± 0.6 to 34.8 ± 0.9 QC (p < 0.001). In test group B (n 4S) (n 5)
Ages of Patients (Years) 64.1 ± 9.7 6S.6 ± S.9* 62.S ± 9.0 
Results
A survey of the cases observed showed that five cases in the test group were irrigated with fluids which ranged in temperature from 8.5 to 11.5 QC (mean ID.2 ± 1.2) while the other 48 cases in this group were irrigated with fluids with a temperature range of 1-7 QC (mean 4.96 ± 1.6). The test group was therefore divided into two groups, with test group A consisting of the 48 cases and test group B containing the other five cases.
An analysis of the results in the control and test group A by Student's t test (Table 1) shows that there is a significant difference in the ages of the patients (p = 0.05). There are no significant differences in the other parameters of room temperatures, anaesthetic times, surgical times, volumes of irrigation fluids and the weights of the resected prostatic tissue. Test group B is a small group of five cases with a big (five cases) irrigated with fluids with a temperature range of 8.5-11 QC (mean ID.2 QC), the fall in body temperature from 36.0 ± 0.4 to 34.6 ± 0.8 QC was significant (p < 0.05). The changes in body temperature which occurred in the control and test group A were then compared. This showed that there was no significant difference between the degree of cooling in these two groups with average operating time of 39.9 minutes (t = 1.6050 N.S.).
A third analysis of the results was made to determine if the operating times affected the degrees of cooling in the control and test group A by examining patients with operating times up to 45 minutes and over 45 minutes (Table 3 ). This analysis shows that there was no significant difference between the control group and test group A. In theatre, seven units of unwarmed blood were given to five out of 11 
DISCUSSION
The present study confirms the findings of previous studies!·6 that considerable falls in body temperature occur during transurethral prostatectomy.
One study using cold irrigating fluids with temperatures of 2.8-10 QC recorded falls in body temperature of 2-6 QC.! In another study using room temperature fluids 4 falls in body temperature of 0.8-3.6 QC (mean 1.8 QC in 24 cases) occurred. In 1973 Allen 6 studied the use too small for analysis. The other two groups need statistical analysis to show if the falls in body temperature are significantly different. Falls of 2-6 QC in body temperature were recorded in a further study in which fluids at room temperature and cooled irrigating fluids were used but they did not make any statistical comparison of the degrees of body cooling in their three groups. Finally Franks and Cockett 3 compared the use of cooled fluids with a temperature range of 0-15 QC (40 cases), with irrigating fluids at room temperature of 22-24°C (12 cases). The mean falls in body temperatures were 0.7 °C and 1. 1°C respectively, but it was not proven statistically that these results were significantly different.
In the present study it has been shown by statistical analysis that significant falls in body temperature occurred in all of the three groups of patients. The result of the comparative analysis between the control group and test group A, which shows no significant overall difference in the degree of body cooling in these two groups, does not agree with the findings of previous studies.
3 ,4,6 Unfortunately these writers did not analyse their results statistically. As the mean operating time of 39.9 minutes in the present series is much shorter than the average times quoted previously of 78 minutes 4 and 81 to 114 minutes,6 analyses were made on the effects of operating times on body cooling in the present series. These show that the patients in test group A irrigated with solutions at a mean temperature of 4.96°C did not cool to a significantly greater degree if their operating times were over 45 minutes, than those irrigated with room temperature fluids for similar times. This latter analysis is complicated by the fact that some of the cases in each group had been transfused with unwarmed blood. There were not enough cases in the present series to make an analysis of the effects of body cooling when the operating times were over 70 minutes.
No untoward clinical problems such as cardiac irregularities or shivering occurred during the anaesthetic period which could be attributed to falls in body temperature in our groups. 3, 6 In this study it was not possible to achieve a uniform reduction in the temperatures of the cooled irrigating fluids at entry to the resectoscope, even though these fluids were used soon after removal from a refrigerator with temperatures of 3°C or less. To achieve more uniformity, some form of heat exchanger 5 would need to be included in the irrigating circuit.
In view of the significant falls in body temperature which occur with the use of irrigating fluids ranging in temperature from 1 °-23.5 °C it would appear sensible to warm all blood transfused to patients in an attempt to prevent further falls in body temperature during transurethral prostatectomies.
